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E-learning authoring for a mobile
generation
IMC‘s Content Studio stands for mobility and simplicity. Equipped with HTML5 standard and SCORM-compatible,
it is universally applicable (offline, online, with and without a Learning Management System). The intuitive user
interface, included templates and modern designs offer the ideal basis for creating content that can be viewed
anywhere. With Content Studio people not only get a modern e-learning authoring software, but also a tool for
the creation of interactive books, comics and presentations.

User-friendly
Content Studio’s user interface is intuitive and simple, so that users instantly know what to do
and where to click. The easy to use Ribbon toolbar known from Microsoft applications makes it
possible to work immediately and efficiently with the software. Special attention has been drawn
to the fact that those functions that are constantly used, are also available immediately.

Quick & beautiful
Through a broad support of media formats (all common images, audios and video formats), the user is perfectly
supported while creating the content. All media used are analysed by Content Studio and automatically optimised
for the respective devices. Templates and „out-of-the-box“ designs make the creation of compelling content
for many different scenarios even faster. Existing Microsoft PowerPoint slides can be imported directly into IMC
Content Studio. If there is no real audio speaker, Content Studio‘s text-to-speech engine allows easy creation of
audios.

Interactive
Individual questions, a test for knowledge consolidation or an exam; Content Studio provides many different
question types such as multiple selection (multiple choice), single selection (single choice), matrix questions,
fill-in-the-blanks and assignments (drag & drop). Content Studio provides interactivity which is available at any
time, as well as complex testing situations with multiple weighted question pools and individual grading. Another
didactical instrument is the learning path, where dependencies can be defined and whole chapters can be closed,
skipped or offered to repeat.

For all devices
Content created with IMC‘s Content Studio is instantly playable on various devices. The lastest HTML5 technology
allows publishing of e-learning content for all modern browsers and all mobile devices, no matter whether tablet
or smartphone. Content Studio is available in more than 30 languages.

With Content Studio we can bring our content in all
languages and it really plays on all devices. Just great for
a global company like us.

Bianca Häußler, GfK SE

App included
The free app IMC Player enables storage and playing of
content on all platforms.

Free 30-day trial version:
Learn more about Content Studio and
download your 30-day trial version:

www.im-c.com

About IMC
IMC is an international leading full-service provider for digital learning. The product and
service portfolio ranges from bespoke e-learning content, authoring and publishing
solutions to learning and talent management suites. Multimedia and video productions
as well as business process guidance and compliance solutions are also an integral part
of IMC’s offering. Worldwide, IMC’s all-embracing technologies and services support
more than 1,000 companies, public institutions and educational establishments of all
sizes and in all sectors in the planning, developing, and implementing of mature HR
development strategies.
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